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Aquarium essentials
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Continuing the series on 'Aquarium
Essentials' - the basic equipment
that we all need - our technical
writer, Dr David Ford, looks at
Hydrometets and their history...
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(Lactometer) etc. The scales were

seas over seething vents that
spewed forth hydrochloric acid. This

measure that total?

Baum6 (pharmacy), Plato (brewing),
Twaddle (dyeing) and so on.

reacted with Sodium compounds in
the molten rocks from volcanoes to

The hydrometer

produce Sodium chloride

-

salt. Many

years later these salty seas gave up
moisture that rained down on the
tectonic plates of the day dissolving

other'salts' as the rivers flowed back
to the seas.
The pure salt - Sodium
chloride - remains the main
content with modern seas, about
85% Sodium chloride, with 7%
sulphate, 3.7% Magnesium, L.2%
Calcium, l.L% Potassium, 0.4%
bicarbonate plus bromide, borate,
Strontium and almost everything
else in trace amounts.
reproducing chemical reactions in
these salty seas produced primitive
life

-

Things that float will sink lower in

water as its dissolved solids are
diluted, or float higher as the TDS
(total dissolved solids - the salts
in seas) rises. The first person to
note this and actually measure it
was a Greek lady in Egypt (then
Roman) in AD 400; she was called
Hypatia. An amazing woman with
a colourful life - and death.Other
scientists continued her work
over the next centuries (including
Galileo). lt was the industrial
developments of the 18th and
19th century that created the need

for accurate hydrometers.
Mostly blown glass spheres or

Danrrrinian selection of

then fish (then us). Still with us

today, the marine fish have adapted

to the salry content, which we must
reproduce exactly to keep them
happy in captivity.
We can reproduce the sea-

salt composition by re-dissolving
precipitated sea chemicals or mix
pure chemicals of all the major
ingredients. lt is then the total
dissolved solids that are important
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to the well-being of our marine
fishes and invertebrates. But how to

ome four-billion years ago it
was Hell on Earth - with boiling

r,o

Wax plug and

tubes that floated in the liquids, they
had different scales according to
their use in alcohol (Alcoholometer),
sugar solutions (Saccharometer),
petroleum (Thermohydrometed, milk

named by the inventor such as

The marine aquarium
As the pet fish industry developed

the science and method of
marine fish-keeping, the common
Hydrometer was chosen as being
simple to use and cheap to produce.
The chosen scale was the 'Specific
Gravity' (or iust 5G) scale. This is
based on the density of pure water

that was declared by scientists

to be exactly 1,000kg/m3.

Ttre

of anything is taken as the
weight of a cubic metre (m3) of the
SG

substance divided by the value for
pure water. Seawater (on average)
weighs 1,027kg'm3 (3.5% heavier

than freshwater) so the SG is L,027
divided by 1,000 which is L.027.
They just blew a glass tube,
weighed it down by adding Lead
Shot in wax and inserted a paper
scale in the stem - pop it in the

Things that float will sink lower in water
as its disso/ved solids are diluted, or float
higher as the TDS (total dissolved so/ids rhe sa/ts in seas) rises
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plastic botll€ wlth the

seawatat to lhs brim
Gently lowor the HydromotEr Intq

th€ bottls catching overiov
ln a diah

Check the moniscur is in ths
grcen zore - for a precis€
readlng takg tlo scala valuo at
the bottom ol tie menilcrE

lf you have just one marine show tanK a
simple floating hydrometer will suffice for the
initial sef-up
of light move at different speeds
in differing materials). Light (usually

Choices

daylight) is directed by one glass
prism to another, but if a sample

tan( a simple floating hydrometer
will suffice for the initial set-up. Less
f5 to buy. lf you need to make

is sandwiched between them (the

than

sample being seawater in our

frequent seawater changes a Lever
or Needle pointer plastic device is a

case) the degree of refraction can
be measured. The value varies

with the salinity and, being a
natural phenomena measured by
a precision instrument, the results
Any tall cytinder, vsee or botile
wlll do ar long a! it i8 tall€rthan
th€ Hydromeler

lfyou have just one marine show

are very accurate. The instruments
include ATC' (auto temperature

fuw pounds more. lf you own many
seawater aquada and need accurate
measuremenB for delicate species

- but
these can be hundreds of pounds
(the cheapest I have found is the D-D
then a refractometer is best

compensation) and give values in

Seawater refractometer at f40). lfyou

parts per thousand salinity and/or SG
(specific gravity) from 1.000 to 1.020.

are a dealer in marines then the latest
Digital Readers (lnduction Salinometers)

The refractometer is like a

are ideal (and very expensive).
piece to read
salinity value

Refractometer with
prism opened

The visw of the

I

marine aquarium and read off the
value. Simple.
Not quite... the density of water
changes with temperature too.
Only at 4'C is the pure water value
exactly 1,000kg/m3 or 5G 1. At
30'C it is only 995.Zkglm3, but
manufacturers take this into account
by calibrating the aquarium scale at

25'C as 1.000 and any variation
too small to worry about.
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Another problem is the
'meniscus' (Greek word meaning
crescent). Water has a surface
tension that makes it rise within the
tube, but only at the edges. This can

be two degrees on the scale (e.g.
1.025 to 1.02h so conect reading
is essential... by tradition

it is the

bottom of the crescent that is the
true reading. To do this within an

The refiactometer
To take a really accurate reading
you need a refractometer. Between
the two World Wars there was a
great deal of research that needed

scientific instruments (driven by
those Wars) especially in Germany
(chased by Britain and the USA).
The German company Carl Zeiss AG
made optical instruments including

a refractometer based on the Abbe
system... Ernst Karl Abbe was a
German physicist who designed
and described the first refractometer

in 1874 (he is so famous in the
world of optics that a crater on the
Moon is named after him).
Basically the instrument exploits

the fact that light is refracted (bent)
when it passes from one medium
to another (because the photons

aquarium is difficult - especially if
a filter pump is making the device
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Pipette to add
seawater sample
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A refractometer and its scale
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miniature telescope with an eye
piece, focussing ring and daylight
plate. This plate is lifted and a drop

of distilled water added... return the
plate and view the scale through the
eyepiece by pointing the daylight
plate at the sky. There is a calibration
screw to adjust the view to give a
standard reading (as quoted by the
manufactured. Replace the water with
seawater and take another reading
for a precise value of the salinity.

Salinity guides

bob about. lt is best to get a glass
cylinder and take a sample to read
separately from the aquarium.

The ideal value for a brackish water aquarium is an SG ot L.005 6%
salinity)
The ideal value for a Coralfish aquarium is an SG of 1.025 (33% salinity)

Ever inventive, manufacturers
included the sampler by making a
plastic device with a lever that that

A simple unit such as a Nano tank can be SG 1.020 to I.027
35% salinityl
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allowed a scale to be read. These
are only a little more expensive
than the simple glass tube and
easy to use - but not quite as

A Coral Reef aquarium with invertebrates needs ro be SG 1.023 to 1.22
(32 to 35% satinity)

precise. Bubbles can form on the
plastic lever giving a false reading,
so use with care...take several

The averaged natural seawarer salinity is 35% (SG l.02ll - choosing
a slightly lower value for the home aquarium raises the Oxygen
level and compensates for greater evaporation loss (top up with

samples and readings.

Natural seawater varies from 33 to
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A pointer hydrometer

fieshwaterl)

3l% salinity

(SG 1.025

to 1.02g)

